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•  Sudoku was created by and 
American named Howard Garns in 
1979.  It was originally entitled 
number place.  Later, his company 
sold it to Japan where it became 
famous, and regained popularity in 
the United States in the early 00s. 



Latin Squares 
La#n Squares are a superset of Sudoku 
matrices.  They are square grids (in this 
case 9x9) with the digits 1‐9 used 
exactly once in each row and column.  
Sudoku matrices are La#n Squares 
with an addi#onal property that each 
3x3 sub matrix also uses the digits 1 
through 9 exactly once. 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Properties of Latin Squares as a 
9x9 matrix 

Using Matlab, I found that La#n squares have some interes#ng proper#es when 
viewed as a matrix.  First, all 9x9 La#n squares will have its largest eigenvalue of 
45, which is just the number 1 through 9 added together.  Furthermore, 4x4 La#n 
squares have its largest eigenvalue of 10, which is 4+3+2+1. 
  The determinant is also divisible by this eigenvalue of 45 at least once.  

Since the sum of the eigenvalues is equal to the sum of the diagonals, this begs 
the ques#on, is there a case in a la#n square, where the sum of the numbers on 
the diagonal from (1,1) to (9,9) will equal 45.  I would hypothesize this to be no, 
because then all other eigenvalues must add to 0, and I do not think this will be 
possible. 



Distinct Properties of Sudoku 
matrices 

Sudoku matrices will have all the proper#es of La#n 
squares since they are La#n squares.  They will also 
have other dis#nct mathema#cal proper#es.  One 
property that I have no#ced is that most Sudoku grids 
seem to have complex eigenvalues, while La#n 
squares without Sudoku’s addi#onal property do not 
have complex eigenvalues. 



Minimum Number of Clues 
A ques#on many people ask about Sudoku, is what is the 
minimum number of clues needed to solve the grid?  The 
number seems to be 17 clues out o 81 are needed at a 
minimum to solve the grid.  The level of difficulty of the 
puzzle also depends on how many clues are given.  While 
it has not been proven mathema#cally, there has yet to 
be a situa#on found where 16 out of the 81 clues can be 
revealed, and the grid be solvable. 

EASY!!!  Hard  INSANE!!! 



Determining if a random 9x9 grid 
is a sudoku matrix 

My goal for the end of the semester is to 
construct a program that will take a random 9x9 
matrix using the digits 1 through 9 and 
determine if it is a valid sudoku matrix.  To be 
efficient, it will determine if it is a la#n square, 
then it will check to see if the numbers in each 
3x3 submatrix are used exactly once.  Using the 
#ctoc func#on in matlab, I was able to see how 
much #me it took to check these a`ributes of a 
sudoku matrix.  My program will check for the 
determinant’s divisibility by 45, and if it passes, it 
will check its eigenvalues, and if it passes, it will 
brute force to determine if the la#n square is a 
sudoku matrix. (See Figure 1) 





Legalities/Disclaimer/Credits 
•  All programming ideas were those of myself and Daniel Higgs (Graduate Mathematics 

Student).  All programming codes and syntax were learned from Daniel Higgs, matlab 
programming was taught by Dr. Alfa  Heryudono and Daniel Higgs. 

•  All views and findings expressed in this poster are those of the author and not of the 
National Science Foundation.  The National Science Foundation has funded the research 
and paid for the poster and supplies. 



•  Yes. I have proven this by taking the average of the largest 
eigenvalue.  I noticed that when I took the eigenvalues of 
random 9x9s  using the digits 1-9, the largest eigenvalue would 
be somewhere around 45 (32.00678 min to 74.2186 max).  SO I 
decided to take the average of all the largest eigenvalues for 1 
million random matrices, and I found that the average largest 
eigenvalue was 44.9982.  Assuming this is a truly random 
generator, then on average, each number from 1 to 9 will 
appear exactly once in each row and column, making it a latin 
square by definition, converging to an eigenvalue of 45.0000. 
(See Figure 2) 
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 I  asked myself a question when doing my research.  Can we 
solve a sudoku grid with at least 17 values, if we know  the 
complete grid’s eigenvalues? 

 It is possible if some  of the given clues are on the diagonal, 
because of a theorem that states the sum of the eigenvalues is 
equal to the sum of the values on the top left-bottom right 
diagonal.  If there are no clues, it may not be possible because 
there could be many ways to make that sum. 


